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Sep 14, 2010. This is one of the monuments of recorded music, a magnificent undertaking. Everything Moroney touches comes up sparkling; it is perfect in William Byrd: The Complete Keyboard Music - Davitt Moroney. Find a William Byrd - Davitt Moroney - Complete Keyboard Music first pressing or reissue. Complete your William Byrd - Davitt Moroney collection.
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?Nov 24, 2011. The current publication may well be the first and last publication dedicated to the works of Thomas Roseingrave (c.1690-1766), whose travels. Indeed, this is one of the greatest projects ever! Davitt Moroney has long been hailed as the greatest Byrd expert and his vast knowledge has finally been. Sweelinck: Complete Keyboard Music William Byrd, Davitt Moroney - William Byrd: The Complete Keyboard Music - Amazon.com
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